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The hidden harmony is better than the obvious.  
- Pablo Picasso 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Adtile White  
Beautiful Mobile Ad Serving Experience for Publishers. 
!
People are turning to smartphones and tablets to consume their 
news content. Where the audience goes, advertisers follow. 
!
But how does your media serve ads without disturbing the user 
experience with obtrusive and too-small-to-read banner ads? 
!
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Adtile White 
Mobile advertising from a whole new perspective 
Adtile White is a mobile-first advertising solution pioneered for the publishing industry. The 
solution has an entirely new ad serving experience that embraces the needs of the users 
and publishers by making it part of the user experience while still driving the bottom line. 
We designed Adtile for a world on the move.  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Adtile's 
Responsive Rendering 

Technology (RRT). 

Visual and seamless 
extension of any app 

or website.



Adtile User Experience 
Inspiring simplicity - Revolutionary reach 

!
!
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Industry Leading Adtile SDKs 
Adtile provides SDKs for both Web and iOS. Each SDK embraces its host platform and is 
natively built for it. The user experience has been specifically designed for each platform so 
that it blends seamlessly and feels right. Design elements are easily adjustable to match 
your application or website. 

!
We have taken a completely different 
approach to building our SDKs compared 
to the rest of the industry. Instead of taking 
over your application or website, we 
embrace it and extend it without harming 
design or hurting the user experience. 

Web SDK 

Our JavaScript SDK is fully responsive, 
making it work beautifully on any given 
device. It automatically detects the size of 
your content and resizes the ads to 
match. Ads can be added not only to 
media content, but to text as well. 

Integration could not be simpler for 
developers as it doesn’t rely on any 3rd 
party libraries. Endless customization 
options are also available; from colors to 
choosing exactly which components are 
displayed. 

Performance is the key. Not only does the 
JavaScript SDK use hardware accelerated 
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transitions and touch events for the best possible performance, but it also has a really tiny 
footprint (under 6KB Gzipped). 

!
The Web SDK is a part of your site. It’s meant to be integrated into your assets, not loaded 
as a third party asset from a separate server you do not control. This way it becomes 
faster to serve and won’t update behind your back and change behavior without notice. 

iOS SDK 

Our iOS SDK is all native, using all the latest 
and greatest technologies. Not only do you 
get the best possible performance, but you 
get a look and feel that matches your beautiful 
application. 

Any view in an application can be easily 
extended with an ad. We offer out of the box 
customizable presentation styles and don’t 
stand in the way of developers who want to 
build their own. Each ad is implemented as a 
UIView subclass that automatically adjusts the 
ad to the size constraints you give it. We give 
full control over the lifecycle of fetching and 
displaying ads. The possibilities are endless. 

The SDK is unobtrusive and never messes 
with your application in any undocumented or 
unexpected way. That’s our promise. 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Multiple backend support 

All our SDKs benefit from a modular architecture. All communication between the SDK and 
the ad server happens inside a simple API adaptor. We ship every SDK with an adaptor for 
our own Adtile White backend, but it’s easily swappable with a custom one. This allows 
developers to connect to other ad servers or exchanges, and still use Adtile’s industry 
leading display technology. 

We offer this feature in a case by case basis with integration support, so please contact us 
if you are interested.  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Adaptor 

Adaptor 

Web  
SDK

iOS 
SDK

Adtile White

3rd Party 
Ad Server

Ad Exchange



Native Ad Targeting 
Adtile implements several methods of contextual targeting, with levels that range from 
targeting large or all portions of content, to being very specific and able to target a single 
page, article or even element and everything in between. These methods are designed to 
integrate well with existing systems and should not only require minimal effort to setup, but 
they are also built around readily available data and concepts. All targeting options can be 
setup using the Adtile Dashboard used to manage ads and view their performance reports. 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Application  
or Website

Web 
Platform

iOS 
Platform

Channels Keywords Identifiers



Targeting options 

The options are, from broadest to most specific targeting: applications, channels, 
keywords and identifiers. These targeting options can be used on their own or combined 
with each other for maximum control and flexibility. 

Applications 

Application based targeting lets you specify which application or website to target. As 
applications are also platform specific, this allows you to target specific platforms as well. 
This is the only targeting option that must be specified when creating an ad. All others are 
optional. You may use this as a standalone option, for example, to sell advertisements in all 
parts of your app or site, or even to cross promote your own publications and products in 
case your other sources of ad supply are on the low side. 

Channels 

Channel based targeting allows ads to be displayed in large portions of content, such as 
one or multiple news categories. You can quickly target one or many channels across your 
apps and sites. 

Keywords 

Keyword based targeting allows ads to be displayed for content that matches certain 
keywords. As most content already contains keywords for other uses such as SEO, it is a 
great resource to tap into for ad targeting. Give your users highly targeted ads that they will 
want to see. 

Identifiers 

Identifier based targeting makes it possible to target single specific pages and/or articles. 
Each content item is unique, and therefore has some sort of unique identifier. This can 
either be an identifier that is created automatically by the content management system, or 
even the page URL when dealing with web sites and web applications. 
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Targeting in Action 

For the most relevant ads to be shown, we recommend the use of both channels and 
keywords. When an ad is requested by an SDK we apply a set of complex targeting rules 
to figure out the best possible match. 

When choosing the ad to serve, we rank each potential ad according to the specified 
targeting rules, and calculate and assign a relevance score to each potential match. The 
more specific the targeting rule is, the higher the relevance score. We then perform 
additional calculations based on potential revenue and take multiple frequency capping 
and fraud protections into account. 

All of this happens within thousands of a second, giving the user the perception that the 
ad is shown instantaneously by any of our SDKs. 

SDK Implementation Details 

For each targeting option to be possible, the SDK must, where appropriate, be given the 
channel and/or keywords used for each ad placeholder. 

For identifier based targeting to be used it must also be specified. On the web, however, 
the identifier is implied from the URL but can be customized. For native applications one 
must be defined, but only if identifier based targeting is to be used in the application. 

The SDK only needs to send targeting data for options that will be used, and those can 
vary between parts of the application or site. This allows for a gradual adoption of Adtile in 
large projects. 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Applications 

        The Times Today – Web	  	 	  The Times Today – iOS 

Channels 

        The Times Today – Home	  	 	  The Times Today – Money  

        The Times Today – News	 	 	  The Times Today – Tech  

        The Times Today – Sports	 	 	  The Times Today – Travel  

        The Times Today – Life	 	 	 	  

 
Keywords 

!
disney, animation 

 
Identifier 

URL 
 
http://thetimestoday.news/business/disney-sells-pixar 
http://thetimestoday.news/tech/new-pixar-ios-app 

 
SDK Integration: How it works 

The SDK dynamically knows about the content around it after initial integration, so 
all ads are automatically targeted without ever needing to change any code.

Target channels manually, automatically or both 

 
!
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 pixar

 http://thetimestoday.news/business/pixar-hires-everyone

ADD

ADD



!
Name 
!
!
Tagline 
!
!
Budget 
!
 
Tagline CPM 
!
 
CPM 
!
 
CPC 
!
 
Duration 
!
 
Target URL

Adtile White Ad Serving Example 
Make complex simple  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01/31/201401/02/2014 to

Visit the Aloha State

$50,000

$1.50

$7.00

$3.00

Hawaiian Airlines

ADD IMAGE

www.hawaiianairlines.com/aloha



Advanced Reporting 

We provide reports from the both the publisher and advertiser perspective, so you can 
export and share data to interested any parties. From total revenue of a single website or 
application to detailed reports of a specific campaign, we’ve got you covered. 

Our reports are fresh. With real-time data updates, you’ll be able to respond to change 
and test different campaign settings to see what works best. 

Report pages can be shared with people outside your organization using a secret URL. 
This allows you to share campaign reports with advertisers without requiring them to even 
create a user account. 

You can also export any report data in different formats including CSV and Excel or even 
print them in a visually appealing format. 

We measure everything and give you all the data we gather, including conversion rates for 
each step so you know how users are interacting with the ads. We’re committed to being 
fully transparent in the data we provide, how we calculate it, and how we detect and 
prevent fraud. 

Fair Business Practices 
We go to great lengths to be fair to everyone involved: publishers, advertisers and end 
users. 

Advertisers, you only pay for ads the users see. Just because your ad is on a page, it 
doesn’t mean a user will see it. No longer pay for impressions of ads in locations the user 
didn’t scroll to. 

Publishers, build a long lasting relationship with your users and advertisers that is based on 
trust. 

We believe in serving highly targeted ads that relate to the content around it, instead of 
using controversial user tracking techniques that disrespect privacy.  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Application Level Report Example 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CTR 
Percentage of impressions 
that led to a click.  
!
Tagline CTR 
Percentage of tagline 
impressions that led to an 
impression. 
!
CPM 
Cost Per Mille. Amount of 
money spent/earned per 
thousand impressions. 
!
CPC 
Cost Per Click. Amount of 
money spent/earned per 
single click. 

!
eCPM/eCPC 
Effective cost per mille/click. 
It measures the effective cost 
of a single metric.

Report Scope 
The Times Today – Web 

Time Period 
2014-01-02 00:00 –
2014-01-31 00:00 

Tagline Impressions  
4,318,291 

Impressions  
625,830 

Clicks 
131,976 

Tagline CTR 
14.49% 

CTR  
21.09% 

Tagline eCPM  
$79.89 

eCPM  
$79.89 

eCPC 
$0.25 

Total revenue 
 $83,325.53



Enterprise Solution 
Need to run Adtile White entirely on your own servers? We offer enterprise licenses on a 
case by case basis. Contact us for more information. 

Reliability 
We develop everything with the utmost care. However, nothing is ever perfect, and we 
have defense measures in place to protect against failure. These are our promises. 

None of our SDKs will ever leave an application in an inconsistent state. In the case of any 
failure, they’ll do absolutely nothing if nothing has been done, or will revert all changes 
without any visual notice to the user. 

We have built a device lab from the ground up with hundreds of devices to test our SDKs 
with different hardware and platform versions. We do both automated testing to ensure 
working code, and also manual user testing to make sure every single animation looks and 
feels great. 

We deploy our backend on multiple hosts across multiple availability zones to ensure 
redundancy and mitigate downtime. It also allows us to scale to massive amounts of ad 
serving requests while being performant. 

Our code is audited by external experts for security holes and bugs. 

Powerful Performance 
We optimize for performance not only when it comes to raw system speed, but also on 
how the end user perceives something as being fast. We conduct regular performance 
benchmarks as part of development. 

All our media is served via a content distribution network (CDN) with locations all around 
the globe, to provide the fastest load times for any user, anywhere.  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Adtile Design Desk 
We believe great content deserves the best advertising design possible. 

Self-serve model allows for changes mid-campaign. Test multiple versions of the same ad, 
or different campaigns, and use the metrics we provide to gauge success. 

You don’t need to know anything about graphic design to create the most beautiful ads. 
All you need is an image logo and tagline. You’ll be done in minutes, and all by yourself. 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Mobile Features & Specifications 
!
!
Ad Sizes 
!
IAB standard ad sizes: 300x250, 320x480 
Custom ad sizes that fit your content/design 
Up to full screen size on any device 
You decide what looks best 
High DPI support everywhere !
Pricing Models 
!
Tagline Impressions (Tagline CPM) 
Ad Impressions (CPM) 
Clicks (CPC) 
App Installs (CPI) !
Mobile Specific Targeting 
!
Native application and/or website 
Platform: Web, iOS 
Content based: Channels, Keywords,  
Unique Content Identifiers !
Creative Support 
!
Still and animated images 
GIF, PNG, JPG for still images 
Animated GIF for animations 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320 x 480

300 x 250



Simple Pricing 
Free 30-day unlimited trial.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!
!!
 !!
 
The 30 day trial is completely free, and no credit card is required in its duration. After the 
trial you will pay 15% commission per month. We will bill you on the same day each 
month, based on the revenue in your account.  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ALL-IN-ONE PRODUCT 
!
No setup or monthly fees. 
!
Self-serve Ad Design Desk. 
!
Easy To Use Campaign 
Deployment. 
 
Highly Targeted Ad Serving. 

Real-Time Analytics. 
 
Tagline CPM/CPM/CPC/CPI 
Support.  
!
Fully Customizable Mobile Web 
and iOS SDK's. 
!
Industry Leading Responsive 
Ad Presentation. 

Adtile Enterprise 

Contact us 
 

Extremely high volume or a need for 
custom enterprise integrations.

Adtile White 

15% commission 
 

World-class Mobile Ad  
Framework.



!

 
 
 
 
 
 
Adtile Technologies, Inc. 
241 14th St San Diego 
California 92101 United States 
 
(760) 636 2494  
info@adtile.me 
www.adtile.me     
!
NOTICE: All information contained herein is, and remains the property of Adtile Technologies 
Incorporated and its suppliers, if any. The intellectual, design and technical concepts contained 
herein are proprietary to Adtile Technologies Incorporated and its suppliers and may be covered 
by U.S. and Foreign Patents, patents in process, and are protected by trade secret or copyright 
law. Dissemination of this information or reproduction of this material is strictly forbidden unless 
prior written permission is obtained from Adtile Technologies Incorporated.
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